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Underground stations have a different thermal environment than ordinary buildings, as seen by factors such as the 
influence of tunnel openings and train draft there and the heat radiation from trains.  Influences from trains include air 
conditioning loads, which change by the second as trains arrive and depart.  At time of construction, load by time of day 
is estimated from results of past studies, peak load is calculated, and air conditioner capacity is decided.  However, train 
series are updated with the times and heat radiation from trains has changed. 

In this study, we identified the thermal environment of current underground stations and the load from trains and 
conducted appropriate design of air conditioner load in an effort to achieve energy conservation. 

2. Measurement Survey of Underground Station Thermal Environment

2.1 Temperature and Humidity of Underground Station Platform and Tunnel 
In fiscal 2012, we measured temperature and humidity at three underground station platforms and one aboveground 
station and three vertical shafts in tunnels on the Yokosuka/Sobu Line (Rapid Service).  At the platforms of the 
underground stations, the temperate of the wall at the top, middle, and bottom of the tunnel was measured at both ends 
(near the beginning and end of the train) and at the center of the platform by thermo cameras.  And we measured the 
thermal environment on platforms by hygrothermograph.  Measurement results showed lower temperature and higher 
humidity at tracks underground than aboveground and that the temperature tended to be slightly higher than other 
underground floors due to heat radiation from trains.

The measurement results showed temperature and humidity in tunnels in intervals between stations was about 25 to 
26 ºC and 80%, respectively.  So, 26 ºC+α (waste heat from train) is assumed to be appropriate as train draft temperature 
and humidity conditions in load calculations.  Table 1 shows the conventional calculation conditions and measurement 
results this time.  The measurements showed that it is possible to revise conventional calculation conditions.

2.2 Speed of Train Draft
Train draft was measured at Shin-Nihombashi Station, which is made up of ticket gate and middle floors (two floors) and 
a platform floor.  We conducted wind direction and speed measurements at a location approx. 3 m from the center of the 
track, in a manner that did not obstruct train operation and that took safety into consideration, at the ends of platforms 
where trains enter on inbound and outbound lines.  From measurement results, we saw that wind speed at the end of the 
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station gradually increases due to wind being pushed from trains running in tunnels when they enter the station and that 
air flow induced by trains gradually attenuates after the train passes.  Even if there is no arriving or departing train, wind 
speed of 1 to 2 m/s was observed.  Train draft direction was generally in the direction of train travel, regardless of type of 
operation (stop, pass, number of cars).  Also, a high correlation between train draft and number of train runs was seen.

From the results of those measurements, air volume was approx. five times that with conventional calculation conditions, 
as shown in Table 1.  The measurements showed that it is possible to revise conventional calculation conditions.

3. Verification of Trian Draft Characteristics by Moving Body CFD Analysis

It is impossible to measure train draft at the center of the track, so we created a model by computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) with which we complemented measurement results and verified train daft.  In this study, we analyzed with rolling 
stock as a moving body and compared with measurements at Shin-Nihombashi Station.  

Fig. 1 shows the CFD analysis model, Fig. 2 the change with time of X component wind speed distribution at point D, 
and Fig. 3 running speed of the train to be verified.  Fig. 4 shows the analysis results that are comparison of wind speed for 
measurement values at point D and by CFD, and waveforms close to those of actual measurements could be reproduced 
and train draft flow reproduced in with high accuracy.  Also, change in wind speed as trains enter the station could be 
reproduced with the change over time of X component wind speed distribution at point D shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4  Comparisons of  Measured values and CFD Wind Speed 
at Point D

Fig. 2  Change over Time of X Component Wind Speed Distribution 
(around point D)

Fig. 3  Running Speed of Train Studied

Fig. 1  CFD Analysis Model

Table 1  Conventional Calculation Conditions and Measurement Results

Condition item Calculation condition Measurement result

Train draft temperature 35 °C 25 - 26 ºC (in tunnel) + α

Train draft humidity 18.6 g/kg (DA) 18.4 - 19.5 g/kg (DA)

Train draft air flow 3,000 m3/train Approx. 15,000 m3/train
Approx. 2.5 m/s (average wind speed)
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4. Long-term Observation of Tunnel Environment

In order to confirm long-term trends in tunnel environments, we performed fixed point observations at the measurement 
points shown in Table 2.  

Fig. 5 shows tunnel temperature in the Shiodome vertical shaft as typical measurement results.  There was less daily 
fluctuation in air temperature in the tunnel than with outside air, summer peak was lower there than with outside air, 
and winter peak was higher there than with outside air.  Summer peaks for 2015 and 2016 were almost the same values in 
August, and a one-year cycle waveform is shown.  Similarly, Fig. 6 shows tunnel humidity in the Shiodome vertical shaft.  
Almost the same measurement results were seen for absolute humidity in the tunnel and outside air.  

Long-term observation of the tunnel environment demonstrated that there is little influence of outside air in the 
tunnel and that application of actual measurements is effective for estimating train draft load.
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Fig. 6  Comparison of Tunnel and Outside Air Humidity (Shiodome vertical shaft)

Fig. 5  Comparison of Tunnel and Outside Air Temperature (Shiodome vertical shaft)

Table 2  Tunnel Temperature and Humidity Measurement Points

Measurement point Line name Interval between stations

Aoba-dori Station ventilation tower

Senseki Line

Aoba-dori Station Sendai Station 

Sendai Station ventilation tower Sendai Station Tsutsujigaoka Station 

Tsutsujigaoka Station ventilation tower Tsutsujigaoka Station Miyaginohara Station

Rikuzenharanomachi Station ventilation tower Miyaginohara Station Rikuzenharanomachi Station 

Ueno No. 1 tunnel vertical shaft
Shinkansen

Tokyo Station Ueno Station

Ueno Kaneiji vertical shaft Ueno Station Omiya Station 

Omiya Station ventilation tower Saikyo Line Nisshin Station Omiya Station 

Shiodome vertical shaft Yokosuka/Sobu Line (Rapid Service) Shimbashi Station Shinagawa Station

Sumidagawa vertical shaft
Keiyo Line

Hatchobori Station Etchujima Station 

Higashi-Etchujima vertical shaft Etchujima Station Shiomi Station
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5. Development and Verification of Simulator in Station with Air Conditioning Installed

Based on the results of investigation and analysis in this study, we developed a simulator to perform load analysis 
simulation.  The simulator developed outputs necessary heat values from the main four input parameters of initial 
settings, calculation conditions, shape settings, and time-specific settings.  In order to confirm accuracy of the simulator, 
we compared and verified evaluation of accuracy using analysis simulation results, on-site air conditioning monitoring 
data, and the like based on average values per time of day from August 1 to 7, 2015.  As examples, Fig. 7 shows simulation 
results at the Tokyo Station Sobu Line (Rapid  Service) and Fig. 8 shows change in temperature on the platforms.  In 
results at other stations as well as the Tokyo Station Sobu Line (Rapid  Service) in Fig. 7, calculated values and measured 
values were within 10% to 20% of each other.  Those results demonstrate that it is possible to identify load with the 
developed simulator. 

6. Conclusion

In this study, we investigated and analyzed the thermal environment in underground stations, which have a different 
thermal environment than ordinary buildings, created an air conditioning load simulator, and evaluated accuracy in 
relation to measured values at air-conditioned stations.  In measurements, we performed fixed point observation of 
temperature and humidity in tunnels for approx. three years in order to identify train draft load, which is difficult to 
predict.  Based on that, we revised conventional calculation conditions, which led to highly accurate simulation results.  
Moreover, calculation of loads close to the actual loads in underground stations is possible with the simulator, and we 
expect to see energy conservation by optimal identification of loads at future equipment updates.  

The achievements of this study are distributed as simulation software to branches and construction offices in charge 
of underground air conditioning, and we expect for them to be utilized at design for replacing equipment due to age. 
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Table 3  Input Parameters List

Name Input parameters list

Initial settings

Platform temperature and humidity design conditions [ºC, %], air conditioner/exhaust fan rated air flow [m3/h], inverter output [%], 
exhaust height [track top/bottom], car passenger capacity [people/car], cars per train set [cars], train draft air flow [m3/h], 
track part wet surface rate [%], internal heating (human body heating [kW/person], train radiated heat [kW/train], 
waste heat efficiency [%], lighting heating [kW/m2]

Calculation conditions Calculation time interval for output cycle [s], calculation period for considering heat accumulated in walls, etc. [days]

Shape settings Track height/depth, platform width/length, floor/ceiling height from track [m], air conditioning zone length ratio [%]

Time-specific settings Inbound/outbound line operation timetable, train occupancy [%], ticket gate data [persons], 
air conditioner/exhaust fan/lighting operation schedule [on/off], outside air temperature/humidity [ºC, %], tunnel temperature/humidity [ºC, %]

Fig. 8  Temperature Change on Platform 
(Aug. 1 to 7, average)

Fig. 7  Comparison of Measured and Calculated Values 
(Tokyo Station Sobu Line (Rapid Service))


